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We've covered a lot of territory because we have a rental car and driver.   
We meet other white travelers -- interestingly, all European -- who are  
moving by public transportation.  It's very nice to be in a country where  
I'm not assumed to be American and moreover they don't see enough  
Americans to hate them.  An eight hour trip for us is 16 hours for them. 
 
Every morning the same breakfast:  Spanish omelet (pronounced with all  
five syllables), very white bread toast (four halves), tea or Nescafe.   
We've been skipping lunch.  I think because there are only two choices:   
roadside food which we aren't supposed to eat and restaurants which only  
exist in the big cities which don't show up except at breakfast and  
dinner.  Thank goodness for Power bars.  Dinners are for Ghanain food.   
Guinea fowl (guess what it tastes like only tougher), spicy stew, roasted,  
whole, bony fish, yams, fufu (smashed yam powder reconsituted into a  
sticky ball), banku (same as fufu but with cassava), goat meat, all eaten  
with the right hand. 
 
Essay: 
16 May 2007 
Most of Africa, OK, rural Ghana, is walking.  We drove eight hours today  
from Cape Coast to Sefe Wiawso to see 40 Jews who weren't home.  For mile  
upon mile of dirt roads we were the only car.  Men and women walked by the  
scores and then hundreds balancing firewood, yams, machetes, palm oil in  
five gallon, banana-yellow plastic jugs, and plantains on their heads.   
Not small packages, but huge aluminum bains large enough to bathe a goat  
in.  Not just filled to the lip, but piled three times as high as their  
arms could reach.  The exception is wood.  Men and women balanced bundles  
of wood big enough around to fill a truck tire and long as a desk front to  
back.  They were walking by themselves miles from any villages.  
 
A day's work.  I saw a five-footer of a woman, maybe mid-forties carrying  
an eight foot log on her head.  No hands.  No purse, wallet, keys, lip  
balm, kid's photos, driver's license, credit cards, cash, compact,  
tissues, sucking candies, or cell phone.  Just log. 
 
Villages are mud and stick houses with palm thatch roofs.  Some have zinc  
roofs, but these are rusting quickly.  Houses are close like a tenement.   
Paths between houses are packed earth smooth as a ceramic teacup; red the  
color of rust.  Each house is just for sleeping so it is only big as a  
large tent.  Five degrees north of the equator is so cloying and thick  
life is conducted outside.  Children pump long steel levers to draw water  
to carry home.  Cooking and washing and bathing are done in front of the  



house where the chickents, goats, and small children scurry.   
 
Between villages, forests are hacked to the ground, burned and planted to  
yams, cassava, and maize.  The yam leaves climb bambu poles; the tubers  
grow larger than human legs.  They are the color of footballs.  Fertile  
bottomland produces cocoa for export and palms for oil.  Palm oil fruits  
are small irridescent cross between Roma tomato and a racquet ball with  
colors of a tomato on top and a chocolate bar beneath.  They cluster like  
grapes. 
 
There are remnants of the old rainforest in tiny patches on far-off hills  
and forest trees stand alone in hand-planted, uneven fields.  These loners  
have a few vines hanging from their upper branches like shredded clothes  
swinging about their naked trunks. 
 
Fields were untended.  No wild animals graze them because they have been  
hunted for food into scarcity.  No robbers come because in eight hours of  
rural driving I saw only two private cars.  There were taxis and box vans  
filled with people and trucks, but few motorcycles or bicycles.  In front  
of the fields, along the roads, walking Ghanains are watching their crops. 
 
Steve says villagers need better roads so they can get their crops to the  
open markets in bigger towns.  I'll have to ask again who is going to  
drive them.  He thinks with better access to markets they will sell more  
and hve more money to buy a second set of clothes or school supplies.  I  
see more roads leading to more access to erodable hillslopes to be burned  
into farmer's fields and hidden bush animals hunted to extinction, but it  
is hard to make a strong case for forest preservation when villagers  
cannot buy pencils. 
 


